
Kokkoretsi

One of the best known offal dishes at the Greek Easter table is the kokkoretsi. It is like a large 
sausage which is usually cooked on the spit or at times oven-roasted.  

Lamb intestines
Organ meat (heart, liver, kidney, spleen) from one lamb
Sweetbreads (thymus glands) from one lamb
Caul fat from one lamb
Dried oregano
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Lemons 

Prepare the intestines by washing well in cold running water. With the help of a knitting needle 
or skewer turn them inside out and wash well. Allow to soak in some cold water and lemon juice 
for about 10 minutes. Drain and wash well again.

Prepare the meats by washing well and cutting into about 5cms pieces. Season the meat with 
salt, pepper and dried oregano, combining well. 

Soften the caul fat by placing in a bowl of lukewarm water and allowing to soak for about  
5 minutes.  

Thread pieces of meat onto your skewer, about 30 cms, alternating the meats to ensure fat 
distribution. When all the meats have been placed onto the skewer, wrap the caul fat around 
covering all the meats then trimming any excess fat. Dry the cleaned intestines and begin 
wrapping the kokkoretsi with the intestines beginning at the top and wrapping lengthways up 
and down the entire length of the kokkoretsi, ensuring it is covered completely.

Prepare your spit or rotisserie at a medium heat. Secure the kokkoretsi on your spit or rotisserie 
and season well with salt, pepper and dried oregano. Cook for about 1½ to 2 hours or until the 
intestines are a deep golden brown and crisp.

When cooked remove from the heat and allow to rest until you can safely remove the kokkoretsi 
from the skewer.

Slice the kokkoretsi into 3cms slices and serve with a squeeze of lemon and season to taste.
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